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Pakedge Debuts Its C36 Wireless Access Point Controller at CEDIA 2013
Foster City, CA – Pakedge Device & Software is introducing its C36 macrocell wireless
access point (WAP) controller, which makes it easier to configure and manage every WAP in a
large wireless network by using automated, “intelligent” configuration tools.
The Pakedge C36 has a sleek attractive design featuring the company’s new A/V Housing. All
cables mount from the rear for a clean installation and front-panel appearance.
The Pakedge C36’s highly intuitive web-based interface makes setting up even a complex
wireless network fast and easy. In a macrocell network, each wireless access point must work
together to ensure seamless handoffs between devices and no dropouts when a wireless device is
used anywhere in the home. The Pakedge C36 facilitates coordinating all the WAPs in a large
custom-installation home network for optimum performance.
Its Global Management software is designed to get as many access points as possible up and
running quickly, and applies configuration to all access points on the network at once. The C36
expands the performance of Pakedge proprietary technology including Sectormaxx™ to improve
AP range, Smartwav™ to enhance data reliability and Trustream™ to mitigate interference
creating seamless wireless harmony. If desired, a separate guest network can be set up. The
C36’s Client Identification Tool will give each client on the network a name instead of having to
use the MAC address, making it extremely easy for the installer to identify laptops, tablets,
mobile devices and wireless handsets.
The C36 is compatible with Pakedge’s BakPak Cloud app that enables a smartphone, tablet or
laptop, to configure, monitor and establish pre-defined alerts for the C36. The C36 is available
now. Please consult with a Pakedge dealer for pricing.
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Pakedge C36 wireless access point controller

C36 KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS:








Designed specifically for custom-installation and media streaming applications
Intuitive web-based interface makes setting up even a complex wireless network fast and easy
Provides the interface to manage all access points at one time
Configures all apps on a network at once
Automatically selects channels for each WAP, to avoid interference
Client Identification Tool gives each device a name instead of their MAC address
Compatible with Pakedge’s BakPak Cloud app enabling interface with remote devices

COMPANY PROFILE:
Pakedge Device & Software creates innovative networking products for people who demand
performance, features, and reliability. Our products use the most advanced wireless and
networking technology. They are designed for professionals to install and consumers to enjoy.
For more information and system specifications, visit www.pakedge.com.
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